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About This Game

Set sail for choice-driven adventure with the girls...

... in pursuit of legendary beasts who dwell beyond the waves...

... in Battleship Bishojo!

Captain Katsu leads the crew of the battleship Bishojo, a bounty-hunting ship in search of mythical creatures who inhabit the
world's seas. Guided by a mysterious compass artifact known as the Mahoko, Katsu aims to turn a profit by capturing these

legendary animals and selling them on for a staggering sum!

But when the Bishojo rescues your character - Daiki, a sailor in the US Navy - the crew's fates begin to change...

You'll join Katsu and her crew on a grand adventure over the seas, as the Bishojo steams towards legendary bounties who seem
to take the form of beautiful girls! Along the way, you'll make plenty of choices both major and minor, leading to unlockable

scenes, romance routes and even new locations to discover!

But it won't all be plain sailing - the pirate captain Zoe and her bumbling first mate have caught wind of the prizes that await,
and those mythical beast-girls won't come quietly either!

Does the battleship Bishojo really exist in our world?
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Can Daiki make it back home safely?

And what dangers, prizes and surprises will you discover over the ocean?

-- -- --

Battleship Bishojo is a content-rich, choice-driven visual novel, featuring lots of choices to make, unlockable routes to take
and even secret romance scenes to find!

Join the girls on a non-stop naval adventure to unravel the secrets of both the legendary creatures and the truth about the world
inhabited by the battleship Bishojo!

You can expect swashbuckling action, twists, ecchi humour and - of course - plenty of fanservice!
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I got this game due to its price and the many glowing reveiws. They left me a little concerned as they seemed to be mostly based
on nostalgia for this game or for the genre\/era.

It starts off a little rough with few actual tactical (per encounter) or strategic (long ranging) choices. The card management
interface is clunky which is exasperated by the constant need to devise specialty decks. Each new non-grind opponent comes
with his own specialty battlefield that harmonizes with their decks leaving you to more often than not have to rebuild your deck.
About halfway through the first half every fight was pretty trivial using one or two decks, with no way of being able to
anticipate which deck was the the good choice for the encounter. As you cannot ascertain what the specialty battlefield will be
until you suffer it the first attempt.

*Minor Spoiler*
About halfway through you switch up your POV taking on a new Protagonist and reseting your deck. At this point the game lost
what little enjoyment it had for me. You get zero options as far as deck configuration, so you have to play it as is, and it is not
designed to handle the next few opponents. The battles were not complex or interesting, but as the battlefield was designed for
them it become a long odds roll of the dice to win.

In the end I would say unless this was one of your early fell-in-love with games or you massively love the genre of early card
games give this one a pass.. Just like the first one, but with a more streamlined interface and Nazis! Not realistically depicted
Nazis, that you're supposed to empathize with and speak actual German, but the silly, over-the-top kind with broken English and
everything!. Best DLC track pack to date. The Mars tracks introduce racing around the outside of tubes as a new mechanic and
it feels great, invoking a lot of F-Zero memories. The tracks are also fairly lengthy with several hitting around 1:10 - 1:20 to
make a full lap, which is welcome addition to some of the shorter tracks in other packs.

If you love Redout this is absolutely worth picking up.. GAME ES 10/10 M8 B3ST GAME 0F 2K!6 FO REALZ
M888888888888888888888888888888888888888888. i have never played this, and neither will you. I absolutley adored this
game, but at the car part it was very frustrating because it was bugged as hell.. Says its in steam library, but dont see it. Ideas
appreciated.
Thanks. I don't even have to play an hour and finish the tutorial to tell you that this game and it's entire series is rough around
the edges. It feels like it was just thrown together last minute. The AI is horrible and very needy to your attention. Sometimes
you don't even know what to do next because your AI troops are just wandering around exposing themselves to enemy fire.

I'm really glad I got the entire series on sale. Less than $five for like 4 games and yea, I'm glad I didn't pay a dime more.

The game is ok and I'll recommend it on sale, but only on sale. It's not worth the full price at all even as cheap as it is.. Best spy
game I've ever played.
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This game is hard only because of the controls. clicking just to get out of aim down sight is a horrible game mechanic.. I
couldn't explain why I bought, installed and played this game.

But I did.

Carry on.. I played it. It wasnt memorable enough for a more detailed review. I feel that i had fun playing it though. Maybe..
Really cool way to see some unique art from around the world. I'd love to see it expanded, perhaps to include entire museum
collections.

Well implimented and easy to use/navigate. My only complaint is that I kept getting distracted by the brochure swapping
between my two hands when I moved them close to each other, but that's a minor niggle. Otherwise a really great experience
and well worth a go especially considering it's free.

If any more exhibts are added in I'll definatly get back in this.. After just beating chapter one, I can say that this is a fun,
strange, and nice little point and click, I would reccomend it :3. A good game concept, but the graphics and physics are horrible.
The terrain is broken and I always fall out of the ground
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